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One of the high values in faith communities these days is to be welcoming.  This should be a 

high priority for our parishes of Holy Trinity and Twelve Apostles too.  There are several 

reasons.  Both our parishes set in areas where many are unchurched or at least underchurched--

Catholics aren't the only ones who lapse into the semiannual Christmas-Easter cycle of worship.  

Moreover, growth is important for ongoing parochial vitality.  At HT, there is an aging of the 

congregation that mirrors the graying of the Weston area.  At XII, we've had to stimulate growth 

in order to finance the construction of the new church; and we need to grow more to pay off the 

debt as well as build classrooms, a fellowship hall, more parking, and offices.  Welcoming is also 

necessary for those on the inside:  in our parishes right now, some feel left out.  I sense this 

feeling among those who are alone:  widows, widowers, and other singles, esp. those relatively 

new to the congregation.  These folks lack the natural connections created by family, for many of 

our activities--psr, Confirmation, Youth Group, sacramental prep, etc--revolve around kids, such 

that parishioners get to know each other thru their children.  The problem is a special challenge 

for Catholics because of the fixed structure of the Eucharist.  Our order of worship is sacred so it 

can't be varied much lest its sacred character be diluted.  So unlike other churches which may 

rearrange the Sunday service to facilitate social interaction, we do not have that option.  I don't 

think we should, by the way, but one side effect is that most social interaction has to occur 

outside of Mass.   

 

Jesus talks in the gospel about welcoming strangers to table:  invite to your banquet the poor, the 

blind, the crippled, and so forth; these are the folks who can't repay you; then you'll be repaid at 

the resurrection.  We shouldn't read this passage superficially.  Welcoming people into your 

home and having them sit at your table is a gesture of accepting, humble love.  In this simple 

gesture the host establishes equality between himself and his guests; he grants them access to his 

private, personal space.  In the socially stratified society of Jesus' day, dining usually took place 

among social equals; our society is different, but not entirely so.  We tend to have for dinner 

folks with whom we feel natural compatibility and we shy away from those who are different 

from ourselves.  But Jesus is challenging his hearers to step outside their comfort zones, invite 

strangers to dinner, and build up the family of God.   

 

I suggest a couple directions from all this.  First, we should be more welcoming to the stranger 

among us.  So if you see someone you don't know at church, someone who is all alone, reach 

out.  Try sitting beside them, even if that means you have to move from your favorite pew, and 

extend the sign of peace.  Strike up a conversation w/ someone you don't know after Mass--in the 

narthex, please, so folks in the nave may pray.  Second, we should welcome our neighbors 

outside church.  Get to know the family next door.  Invite them to come see our beautiful church.  

You might be surprised how many are Catholic--you shouldn't, lapsed Catholics are the 2nd 

largest denomination in the country, 2nd only to practicing Catholics, practicing being rather 



broadly defined.   These little gestures will help us grow as a family in Christ, both in numbers 

and in the strength of love that holds us together.   

 

At every Eucharist the Lord of heaven and earth invites us to dine at his table.  Every Mass is a 

mystical participation in the eschatological banquet, that splendid image of heaven often 

employed by the Lord Jesus.  By welcoming others into our lives as disciples, we help them feel 

welcome at the Eucharist as well.  Welcoming is in fact an evangelical gesture that gains souls 

for Christ.  May this Eucharist inspire our efforts, so that we may be enriched by the presence of 

more and more children of God at his table! 


